BUSINESS
STARTUP GUIDE
DEVELOPMENT
OVERVIEW
Downtown districts are a hub of startup and entrepreneurial activity. A significant majority of
these annual new companies are retail (24%) or service (47%) related businesses, the primary
type of downtown establishment. However, just under half (44%) of businesses started in these
sectors will be around five years later (US Census). One challenge facing these businesses,
which dramatically impacts their ability to make it through the startup phase, is the large number
of hidden costs and steps in the process to going from idea to startup. Even individuals that are
incredibly savvy about their industry are probably not as knowledgeable about building codes,
business registration and other startup-specific activities. Increasing the complexity for new
businesses is the fact that many of these variables are community specific, making local
expertise invaluable to new businesses.
In order to make the startup process more user-friendly, many economic development groups
and Main Street programs have opted to create startup guides which provide targeted local
information that make it easy for businesses to picture themselves in your community, and even
easier to become operational once they have settled on a space. This document identifies some
of the core information that should be included in this type of guide, and also provides a one
page template for creation of locally-oriented pieces. Local program managers should keep in
mind, however, that not all business prospects represent viable retailers, and in many cases
should pursue non-storefront retail strategies to refine their products and build a brand before
committing capital to a physical location. In many cases, understanding the true costs
associated with starting a storefront may help prospects realize this independently, but in others
local managers may be able to steer prospects toward sustainable growth paths which will
provide greater storefront stability in the long run.
Common topics addressed by this type of guide include:
-

How do I find a space?
What are the steps I need to follow to start/open a business here?
How long should I allow for the process?
What should I budget for startup items?
Where can I find help?

Questions to Ask and Sources of Information
Information about local community rules, regulations and practices is the most critical element of
a business startup guide. While most advisors (accountants, lawyers, etc.) will be able to
provide guidance regarding business registration, tax filing and other state and federal issues,
they are unlikely to be familiar with requirements and practices in each individual community.
However, municipalities rarely have readily available guidance for prospective businesses on
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these topics either, creating an opportunity for your organization to provide a valuable service.
Providing concise and relevant information makes your community appear more business
friendly, and increases the odds that businesses will be able to approach the correct individuals
and effectively plan for a successful startup.
What space is available?
Ideally, your organization already has a detailed list of space options available on its website, or
through regional commercial listing systems. This public information should include photos,
square footage and rental rate information, as well as a general description of individual spaces.
However, individual businesses may also require a space with specific characteristics.
Whenever possible, make an effort to learn the following about your buildings in order to
respond to more specific inquiries and guide prospects. Some of this information may best be
collected from current and previous tenants, as opposed to the property owner.
 What type of power is available to the property? Gas line? Fiber or broadband
providers?
 Is there any type of venting in place? Where would a vent need to exit on the building?
 When has the cabling, wiring or electrical system been updated or replaced?
 Is the floor level? Can it support book shelving, vaults or other load features I might
need? Is there underfloor access for additional plumbing or other modifications?
 Have there been leaks or drainage issues in the space? Have they been repaired?
 Is the space separately metered for HVAC? What is the annual heat/electricity bill for the
space? Have energy saving measures been put in place?
 Is the building adequately served with power/water? Are these included in the lease, or
divided among tenants? Are there other common area maintenance (CAM) fees?
 Does the lease include a dedicated parking space? Is there employee parking
elsewhere? Are there loading restrictions (i.e. time of day)?
 Is the space accessible for people with disabilities? Will I be required to make any
changes to accommodate my customers?
 Is the owner willing to finance any or all of the cost of space renovations as part of the
lease? At what rate/terms?
 Does the owner own any additional properties/spaces? Are there expansion options
available?
What are the steps I need to follow to start/open a business here?
1. Complete a business plan, including an operating plan, monthly and yearly budget and
cash flow statement and marketing plan.
2. Identify the unique space needs and market characteristics that your business will
require to be successful.
3. Meet with your lender or financing partners to discuss your first year capital plan and
establish financing terms.
4. Make sure your professional license is in order: http://dsps.wi.gov/LicensesPermits/Credentialing
5. Register your business name: http://www.wdfi.org/
6. Register for a general business license: http://ww2.wisconsin.gov/state/license/ (note
that some municipalities also require certain types of businesses to register locally).
7. Register with the IRS and Wisconsin Department of Revenue to receive tax ID numbers:
http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Small-Businesses-&-Self-Employed/Small-Business-andSelf-Employed-Tax-Center-1 and http://www.dor.state.wi.us/businesses/index.html
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8. Register for a Sales Tax Number: http://www.revenue.wi.gov/faqs/pcs/seller.html
9. Secure unemployment insurance and draft legal documents for hiring employees:
http://dwd.wisconsin.gov/uitax/ and
http://dwd.wisconsin.gov/er/labor_standards_bureau/, and
http://www.uslegalforms.com/employmentforms/wisconsin-employment-forms.htm
10. Tour sites and talk with local businesses and economic developers or business
assistance offices.
11. Tour preferred spaces with an architect or engineer to ensure that they will work for your
business.
12. Secure necessary state licenses: http://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/fsrl/licensing/index.htm
13. Insure your business: http://www.sba.gov/community/blogs/community-blogs/smallbusiness-matters/small-business-insurance-part-1-what-type-ins
14. Visit with municipal staff to verify that your intended use and buildout is allowed in your
preferred space. Confirm type and timing of approvals required. If you anticipate needing
a liquor license, confirm that one is available, and the process for obtaining it.
15. Negotiate a lease/purchase of the preferred space.
16. Begin to implement your marketing plan.
17. Draft and submit interior and exterior plans to the municipality.
18. Receive approvals, complete buildout, and schedule inspection.
19. Order inventory and tenant improvements, and coordinate delivery.
20. Interview and hire employees.
21. Attend meetings of local groups and market your grand opening.
How long should I allow for the process?
In total, registering and setting up a new business can take anywhere from 1-12 months, with
the bulk of time dedicated to physical space planning and improvements. Actual licensing, if
done proactively, will take less than three months, but many licenses (such as restaurant or
liquor) will require that the space be completed prior to approval. The timing of this process can
vary significantly depending on the need for on-site inspections and/or plan approvals. Many
common delays associated with business openings are associated with navigating local codes,
regulations and processes. Information should be available to help prospects answer the
following questions:
•

•

•
•

Is my preferred location zoned for the type of business I intend to operate? If no, what is
the process for petitioning a zoning change? For instance, in many communities,
restaurants are conditional uses in all zoning categories, and would require Plan
Commission approval. The process for appearing on a Plan Commission agenda and
frequency of meetings varies by community.
What is the process for receiving approvals for interior and exterior improvements to the
property? How often do these committees meet? When do materials need to be
submitted in order to appear on the agenda? Is an inspection required before or after the
improvements, or both?
Is my building located in a historic district or otherwise subject to design review? If so,
any exterior changes may need to be approved before construction can begin.
Some communities only schedule inspections on specific days of the week/month. Be
sure to plan accordingly.
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What should I budget for startup items?
Almost all of the steps identified above are associated with fees. Researching the number and
type of permits you will require in advance will help you avoid unpleasant surprises. For
instance, the filing fee for a new Wisconsin Corporation is $100, and a pre-inspection fee for a
restaurant can range from $130 to $770 depending on the size and type. Although many
individual fees are $150 or less, together they can add up to significant costs. And all of these
items need to be completed and paid for before any revenue comes through the door.
In addition to fees for specific licenses and services, there are other costs which may arise
during the design, permitting and startup process. Some commonly overlooked cost items are
outlined below, grouped by the source of the cost:
Space Costs:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Accessibility upgrades to comply with state codes. If you are serving the public, you may
need to upgrade your exterior or interior spaces to be more accessible. Similarly, if you
are changing the use of a space (even it if was previously used for the same type of
business), it may need to adhere to different building codes, requiring significant
upgrades to building structures, fixtures or interior improvements.
Upgrades necessary to cabling and wiring. Depending on the lease terms, these may be
the tenant’s responsibility. Older wiring may not support some types of professional
equipment, including cash registers.
Exterior signage: although many communities have grants or loans to help with this cost,
many municipalities also charge a sign fee to install a new sign, and may require review
of design and materials prior to installation.
Upgrades to restroom facilities – the location and number of restroom facilities may be
dictated by local or state code, depending on your type of business. Contact the health
department or local building inspector to confirm that your planned layout is compliant.
Hoods and vents – even if your space was formerly a restaurant, it may not be compliant
with today’s code. Additionally, different types of food preparation may require different
types of vents or traps to address odors or fire risk. Talk with the local building inspector
before drawing up your plans.
If you are locating in an older building, and must make significant changes to walls,
ceiling or floor, be aware that disturbing lead paint or asbestos materials requires
specialized equipment and trained personnel. Also, be aware that fire suppression
requirements may influence the type of materials you can use.
For all of the above, be aware that the municipality may require stamped architectural
drawings as part of a submittal. This will require the services of an architect in addition to
skilled tradespeople to complete the improvements.

Tax Costs:
•

•

Business personal property taxes - many businesses itemize either too much or too little
property as business personal property. Also, failing to take into consideration
depreciation factors can result in over-assessment of business personal property.
The legal type of business entity you have will impact the relative amounts of corporate
and individual income taxes the owners will pay. Be sure to seek professional advice
before registering your company to be sure that insurance and taxation costs and
personal liabilities are minimized.
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What is the local market like?
For businesses or individuals that are new to the area, it may be helpful to provide a summary
of local market information. Include information about the trade area, demographics, company
and employment base, and a list of other existing businesses. Information on additional
customers present in the community can also help prospects develop a more realistic business
plan. Do you have a community college, hospital or business which bring in large numbers of
daytime visitors? If your community is targeting specific types of industries for recruitment, this
is the place to highlight market opportunities.
Include a list of major events in your community so businesses can plan to participate in and/or
plan for these events. If you offer any shared marketing opportunities, or business
training/networking opportunities, include this information. You may also consider including a
summary of local civic and charitable organizations that may be useful contacts for new
businesses to the community.
This is also the place to include relevant information on local financial assistance programs. Do
you have a revolving loan fund? A façade or signage grant? What about the County? Provide
information about any financial tools here that will reduce startup costs in your community, or
provide additional support for new businesses not available elsewhere. Consider creating a
table that illustrates which funds are available for what type of use, by what industry, or the total
value or savings provided by these services. Don’t forget about other partners such as
wwbic.com and sba.org which specialize in small business lending. Include links to application
documents or informational websites, as well as information on any application deadlines.
Where can I find help?
Hopefully, your organization can provide a majority of the needed information and guidance.
However, each business will have unique licensing, financing and training needs that are
unlikely to be addressed locally. Fortunately, there are a wide variety of online resources
available to small businesses in the State of Wisconsin. Some of the main sources of
information are included in the links below. Be sure to include direct links and contacts for
additional information in your version as well.
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://forwardwi.com/ (information on business issues in Wisconsin)
Locateinwisconsin.com (information on local demographic and business climate)
http://www.sba.com/business-resources/ (Small Business Administration)
http://scoresewisconsin.org/AboutSCORE.html (Business Mentoring Services)
WWBIC.com (Small Business Training and Finance)
http://asbdc-us.org/ (Small Business Development Center)

In addition, contact information for local individuals including Building Inspectors, Municipal
Clerks, Main Street Managers, Chamber Directors and other key people responsible for working
with new businesses are important to include. It is impossible to include all of the information a
new business will need, so it is important that prospects know where they need to go next for
more specific information.
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Putting it all Together
Personalization
In addition to providing invaluable information, your business startup guide is a great opportunity
to reinforce the image and brand of your community. Including elements such as a welcome
letter, community images and a quality design and layout can all make the guide, and your
community, more user-friendly. Adding testimonials and contact information for a wide range of
individuals can also convey a sense of community and business vitality that is essential to a
sustainable local business community.
As your guide will need to be updated annually, if not more often, consider adding a Frequently
Asked Questions section to the guide to address the most commonly requested information.
Place this in the front of the guide to provide the most critical pieces of information quickly,
clearly (and graphically!).
Marketing your guide
Once you have developed a local guide, it is critical to make it available to everyone and anyone
that might be considering your community as a business location. Common avenues for
distribution include;
- Brokers, real estate agents and local bankers. These individuals will be a critical part of
the team for most serious business prospects. Additionally, lenders will appreciate being
able to help verify that relevant startup costs are accounted for as part of the business
plan.
- Online. Approximately two-thirds of all businesses use the Internet as a primary tool
when researching location options and spaces. Just as available space needs to be
listed online, information on starting a business in your community should be available to
online researchers.
- Property owners and existing businesses. Both of these audiences may actually
represent a potential source of startup or expansion business activity, and are often
common resources for other individuals looking to start a new business. These
individuals will appreciate being able to provide targeted and useful information in
response to such inquiries.
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Example Guides
The following images illustrate various effective models or elements that communities have
elected to use to communicate relevant information in local startup guides. Although each guide
is unique, they include many or all of the basic elements introduced above and convey relevant
information in a clear and concise format for new and existing business prospects.

Startup Cost Worksheet & Permit/License Contact/Cost Reference Chart
Chambersburg, PA
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Graphical Checklist & Reference Guide,
Kenosha, WI

FAQ & Local Service Provider Referrals,
Waterford, WI

Permitting & Licensing Guide for Restaurants with
Timeline & Budget, Chicago, IL

Graphic Process & Local Financial Assistance Summary
Biddeford, ME
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Other Audiences & Partners
In addition to providing information to prospective businesses to inform their startup business
planning, it may also be desirable to provide a similar tool to property owners who may need
help evaluating potential businesses. The brief checklist below highlights some of the key
questions that they should be asking their potential tenants. These are of course in addition to
questions related to space buildout, lease terms, etc.
Potential Tenant Checklist:











What is your background in this industry?
Who else is part of your management team?
Is your business licensed? Insured?
What is your startup budget?
What are your one-year projections?
How many customers do you need each day to cover expenses?
What does your ideal customer look like?
Where do you expect your customers to come from?
Who are your competitors?
What is your marketing plan?

For local property owners who do not utilize representation, it may be helpful to provide a
standardized lease template to use as a basis for future leases. This will protect both the
property owner and new businesses, and may also facilitate simpler relocation and expansion of
businesses within the district. Groups such as the Internet Legal Research Group (ILRG.com)
can provide general templates to use as a starting point.
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